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PhD course, 10-15h
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Content of the course:
Scientific research without publication and dissemination of the results obtained is the negation of the intellectual and practical effort requested and is contrary to progress and evolution. PhD students are trained to pursue independent scientific research but often, at the end of their studies, they have not been trained to properly write scientific reports and in particular papers.

The aim of the course is to provide suitable answers to the following issues:
- journal selection: where to submit my manuscript? (IF, readability, letter, full paper)
- writing the introduction: state of art and novelty of the results proposed
- writing results and discussion: what to say and what to exclude
- writing the conclusions: the art of being concise and incisive
- writing references: careful selection and ethics
- writing experimental part, table of content and highlights
- peer-review process: preparation of the revised version of the manuscript and reciprocal interaction with the editor
- Oral communication: how to keep the audience interested to your results
- Poster communication: catchy like an advertisement, precise like a paper

The lessons will be delivered in English upon request.